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Civic Literacy An Essay On
Being Literate

in America

by Dr. Ronald Kar
obligation to lead a good life and
make as much of oneself as possible.
To make future citizens of the
United States better citizens than
their elders ... The least to be expected
of our future citizens (as well as the
rest of us) is that they will have read
the three documents that are our
political testament--the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution of
the United States, and Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address--and that their
reading of these three documents will
have eventuated in their
understanding the ideas and ideals of
our Republic. " 4

What Every American
Needs to Know
Does E.D. Hirsch really know everything
he has in the appendix of his book, Cultural

Literacy: What Every American Needs to
Know, 1 or does he have to take Joseph and
James* with him wherever he goes? And what
do Joe and Jim call E.D. for short? And why do
they list "break the ice" but not "break wind,"
which certainly permeates our culture. If I
know "bond (chemical)" and "bond
(economic)" 2 but think bonding (not listed),
the kind people do, is a more important
concept, which of us is swimming in the
cultural mainstream?
If we use Hirsch's definition that "to be

truly literate, citizens must be able to grasp
the meaning of any piece of writing
addressed to the general reader," 3 Mortimer

Hirsch and his colleagues list the following
string of culturally important terms in their
appendix:
circumlocution
cirrus clouds
civil disobedience
civil liberties
civil rights
Civil Rights Movement
civil service
Civil War
clarinet 5
Adler's three important documents are
listed but not citizen or citizenship. Elsewhere
Republic is listed, capital gains and
Chicken Little are listed but not civilian,

J. Adler may be the most literate person in
America. He has read the Great Books,
taught us how to read and understand them,
and has written some great books himself. He
reminds us of our real cultural heritage:

"Preparation for the duties of
citizenship is one of the three
objectives of any sound system of
public schooling in our society.
Preparation for earning a living is
another, and the third is preparation
for discharging everyone's moral

civility, civilization or civilize.
* Joseph Kett and James Tefil, co-authors with E.D. Hirsch
of the book's appendix, What Literate Americans

Know.
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on the basis of common traits. 11 Our common
background is filled with examples of highly
literate people who are unclear on the
concept of social responsiblity. The following
reports, if properly categorized as examples
of (A) Civic Literacy or (B) not Civic Literacy
can help define what it should mean to be
literate in America:
1. A professor of modern literature
takes off his jacket and Phi Beta
Kappa key and again forgets his
marriage vows as he closes the door
to his campus office and turns to hold
a nineteen year old beauty who
wants an "A" so she can keep her
scholarship.
2. A former presidential press secretary
uses his connections to influence the
selection of government contract
recipients.
3. A Supreme Court nominee says that
certain statements he made in early
writings are being misinterpreted,
and another Supreme Court nominee
doesn't know pot smoking is against
the law.
4. A retired autoworker reads a
newspaper story about the tragic
death of a child and mortgages her
house to provide a decent burial.
5. A school staff of 60, after watching an
audio-visual presentation and reading
a brochure dealing with the important
work of the United Fund, makes a
total contribution of $160.20.
6. A prominent businessman gives
speeches promoting the investment
oftime and money in the development
of a community center.
7. The management of an aero-space
engineering company, after reading
the report of its engineers, approves
the launching of the space shuttle
Challenger.
8. The chief executive officer of an
insurance company violates the
company rules and uses a subsidiary
to sell his Florida condo .
9. Basketball players and fans call the
visiting team racial names, and
adults, after reading accounts of the
incident, dismiss it as "child's play. "

Perhaps, this is an oversight because Hirsch
uses the terms elsewhere in his book: for
example, " The civic importance of cultural

literacy lies in the fact that true enfranchisement depends upon knowledge, knowledge
upon literacy, and literacy upon cultural
literacy. " 6 In fact, later he writes about
"social bonding and civic virtue " in the same
sentence. 7 That the terms are missing from the
list (they certainly are culturally important)
may result from an unclear vision of the
purpose for literacy.
In introducing Literacy: Profiles of
American's Young Adults. 8 Archie E.
Lapointe, Executive Director of the National
Assessment of Education Program (NAEP)
reports that "we don 't have a maior illiteracy
problem .. .," (but) "we do have a literacy
problem" because of the requirements of our
advanced technological society. According
to Lapointe, "A literate person in today 's

America is one who can take advantage of
society's opportunities and contribute to its
improvement." 9 Lapointe extends the NAEP
definition of literacy. By adding the element
of social responsibility to personal empowerment,
he creates the definition of civic literacy.

Civic Literacy
Civic Literacy is using printed and written
information to function in society, to achieve
one 's goals, to develop one 's knowledge and
potential, and to contribute to society 's
improvement. 10
Civic literacy is the highest form of
literacy in a democratic society. It goes
beyond "mature" and "cultural" literacy by
incorporating the concepts of citizenship and
civility, making the goal of literacy not just
personal empowerment but the common
good, the commonweal. Civic literacy suggests
that citizens have the responsiblity to be the
best they can be for themselves and for the
public welfare. This is Adler's third proposition
of " everyone's moral obligation to lead a

good life. "
Civic Literacy Clarified With Examples
The technique of concept development
can help clarify civic literacy. Bruner suggests
that in order to respond to anything in our
environment, we categorize or group objects
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l 0. A state lawmaker is convicted of

11.

12.

13.

14.

means to be literate and illiterate is unclear.
At least Hirsch offers what he feels is the body
of cultural knowledge we should all have.
Others propose a standard for collegebound seniors of a 15th-Grade reading
level. 14 Reports say our youth read, but not
well enough. And it is this "well enough," this
searching for a simple answer to a complex
question that results in confusion (At least we
in Michigan recognize the complexity of
reading and the vagueness of 15th-Grade
reading.)
The concept of civic literacy provides a
clear view of what it means to be literate in
America: the goal of civic literacy is to be
Iiterate for the good of our democratic
society as determined by the ideals of our
Republic. As such, civic literacy is virtuous.
Inherent in the concept of civic literacy is
that citizenship is the highest office in our
democratic government, that all other offices
are positions of public trust, filled by public
servants. 15 Citizenship requires mastery of the
concepts of democracy and the realization
that in a democracy citizens are the masters.
As a result, the standard of literacy in
America should be the level required to fulfill
the responsibilities of democratic citizenship.
It is the level needed for participatory
citizenship and contains the notion of being
civilized and acting with civility or courtesy.
Therefore, the standard of literacy in
America must be personal best. But the
responsibility to meet that standard is shared.
Society has a responsiblity to see that its
citizens achieve their best. Citizens have the
responsibility to do their best for society.

drunk driving and another of selling
drugs.
A teacher spends ten hours over the
weekend thoughtfully responding to
ninth grade essays.
The president of a bank uses company
workers on company time to repair
his house.
A church group conducts a letterwriting campaign to force a
neighborhood gas station to stop
selling drug paraphernalia.
The chief executive of a major
corporation publishes a speech
criticizing the federal government for
spending a mere $100 million on
educational research, recommending
a federal increase to $300 million,
and stating his own company will
spend $700 million or proportionately
35 times as much on research. 12

These reports suggest that it is easier to
find examples of Civic Illiteracy than Civic
Literacy. What becomes clear is that common
standards of literacy are insufficient and
inadequately describe literacy's accompanying social responsibility. Civic illiteracy
may occur in isolated instances, but most
often instances result from a civic illiterate
disposition in which personal gain rather than
social good dominates.
The marvelous thing about our democratic
society is that it produces caretakers, those
who have achieved the level of personal
development in which they use their skills of
reading and writing to care for and to protect
the rest of us. Whether a courtroom sitter in
Louisiana or a Ralph Nader, there are those
who see the common good as the ultimate
purpose of their personal literacy. The civic
literacy model is a "give-to" instead of the
"take-from, me-first" approach prevalent in
the media and our daily lives. The goal of
civic literacy is to develop a society of
caretakers, personally empowered and
socially responsible citizens.

Uses of Civic Literacy
Civic Literacy provides a goal, and the
importance of setting a goal is that objectives
and activities can be selected and organized
and examined in light of the goal. For
example, if the concept/terms of Cultural
Literacy are important they can be evaluated
as they impact on citizenship and the good of
society. What is the body of knowledge -- not
just the ability to define terms but to
understand the inherent concepts -- that all
citizens should have? What needs to be
added? Left out?

Standards and Civic Literacy
So much has been written about literacy
and illiteracy 13 in America because what it
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End Notes

Second, the measures of literacy can be
determined in incremental steps. For example,
the reading of the important documents of
our democratic heritage can be specified and
evaluated in an orderly sequence. Curricula
can be ordered and the concepts of cultural
knowledge can be arranged in reasonable
teaching units.
Finally, exemplars of literacy can be
identified, not by annual income or college
degrees but by the use to which they put their
gifts. The good news is that they are
everywhere, in all walks of life. What they
may lack as measured by a test of Cultural
Literacy terms they make up in understanding
what is really important. They assimilate,
synthesize and apply their knowledge in
leading a good life. They are complete in that
they use what they know to determine what
they need to know, and learn it in order to use
it for the public good instead of simple
personal satisfaction or gain. Michigan
Secretary of State Richard Austin comes to
mind as an exemplar of civic literacy. The late
justi~e, G . Mennen Williams, also. The
downriver couple who just completed and
submitted their grant application to operate
a group home for retarded adults would fit
here as well.
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Civic Literacy and the
Grand Scheme of Things
The use of personal literacy to bring
about good is civic literacy. The misuse of
personal literacy to infringe on or otherwise
diminish the rights of others is civic illiteracy.
While it is possible to be culturally literate
and civic illiterate, it is not possible to be
culturally illiterate and civic literate because
personal literacy is a responsibility of
citizenship.
Civic literacy is the true mature literacy
and is measured by the action not by the
thought. Knowing about Chicken Little and
the sky is falling is sharing a common-cultural
experience. Knowing that Chicken Little goes
by the aliases of " Henny Penny" and
" Chicken Licken " and is seduced by Foxy
Woxy (or Foxy Loxy) may be mature literacy.
Knowing the ecological importance offal ling
acorns and refusing to buy products containing
chlorofluorocarbons because they make the
sky disappear is civic literacy.
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